
Hartford Multifactor

Emerging Markets ETF
Broad exposure to emerging market equities
Seeks to provide a less volatile experience by targeting a 15% volatility

reduction over a complete market cycle2

ROAM
0.44% 

Hartford Multifactor

Small Cap ETF
0.34% Invests in smaller developing companies earlier in their growth curve

Seeks to provide a less volatile experience by targeting a 15% volatility
reduction over a complete market cycle2

ROSC

Hartford Multifactor
Diversified International ETF

0.29% Provides equity exposure to developed and emerging markets (ex-US)

Seeks to provide a less volatile experience by targeting a 15% volatility
reduction over a complete market cycle2

RODE

Hartford Multifactor

Developed Markets
(ex-US) ETF

0.29% Establishes exposure to developed non-US equities beyond the largest holdings

Seeks to provide a less volatile experience by targeting a 15% volatility
reduction over a complete market cycle2

RODM

Hartford Multifactor

US Equity ETF
0.19% Seeks improved diversification across the large-cap universe

Seeks to provide a less volatile experience by targeting a 15% volatility

reduction over a complete market cycle2

ROUS

Diversification does not ensure a profit or protect against a loss.
1 Expenses are the total annual fund operating expenses as shown in the most recent prospectus.
2 The strategy seeks to achieve a volatility reduction target up to the amount noted over a complete market cycle compared to that of the capitalization-weighted universe. There is no 

guarantee that a fund will achieve its investment objective. 
3 Expenses as shown in the Fund's most recent prospectus. Gross expenses do not reflect contractual fee waiver arrangements with respect to the Fund's investment in its Cayman Islands 

subsidiary. Net expenses reflect such arrangements in instances when they reduce gross expenses. The fee waiver remains in ef fect for as long as the Fund is invested in the Cayman 
Islands subsidiary. 
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Expense Ratio1 Product Overview

Hartford Core

Bond ETF
0.29% Focused on high quality investments for a core bond allocation

Hartford Municipal

Opportunities ETF
0.29% Municipal bond portfolio that is diversified by geography, maturity, sector, and

credit quality

Hartford Short
Duration ETF

0.29% Invests in bonds with lower sensitivity to interest rates to help provide income
and hedge against rising rates

Hartford Sustainable
Income ETF

0.54% Multisector fund that uses a dynamic sector rotation process within a
sustainability framework

Hartford Schroders
Tax-Aware Bond ETF

0.39% A value-driven strategy mainly focused on municipal bonds, corporate bonds,
and US Treasuries

Hartford Total Return
Bond ETF

0.29% Diversified portfolio of high-quality investment ideas with tactical allocations to
high-yield and non-US dollar bonds

Fixed-Income ETFs

HCRB

HMOP

HTAB

HTRB

HSUN

HSRT

Expense Ratio

(Gross/Net)3 Product Overview

Hartford Schroders

Commodity Strategy ETF
1.05%/0.89% Diversified exposure to commodity asset classes, potentially providing low

correlation to traditional asset classes

Alternative ETF

HCOM

Hartford Funds offers a variety of exchanged-traded funds (ETFs), across multiple asset classes to help investors meet their long-term

financial goals.

Hartford Schroders ESG US

Equity ETF

Designed to provide diversified exposure to US companies with an emphasis on

ESG factors
HEET

0.39% 

Hartford Longevity

Economy ETF

Focuses on US equities that seek to take advantage of the growing importance

of the buying power of the aging global population
Systematic stock selection and risk management

HLGE 0.44% 
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Hartford Funds Suite of ETFs

Hartford Disciplined

US Equity ETF
0.19% Designed to provide core US large-cap equity exposure by seeking balance and 

consistent exposure across multiple risk factors for return enhancement 
potential, while controlling for active risk compared to a similar broad market 
capitalization-weighted index.

HDUS



At Hartford Funds, your investment satisfaction is our measure of success. That’s why we use an

approach we call human-centric investing that considers not only how the economy and stock 

market impact your investments, but also how societal influences, generational differences, and

your stage of life shape you as an investor.

Instead of cookie-cutter recommendations and generic goals, we think you deserve personalized 

advice from a financial professional who understands your financial situation and can build a

financial plan tailored to your needs.

Delivering strong performance is always our top priority. But the numbers on the page are only

half the story. The true test is whether or not an investment is performing to your expectations.

Investors should carefully consider a fund's investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses. This and other important 
information is contained in the fund's prospectus and summary prospectus, which can be obtained by visiting 
hartfordfunds.com. Please read it carefully before investing. 

Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. The net asset value (NAV) of the Funds’ shares may fluctuate due to changes in the 
market value of the Funds’ holdings which may in-turn fluctuate due to market and economic conditions. The Funds’ share price may fluctuate 
due to changes in the relative supply of and demand for the shares on an exchange. • Foreign investments may be more volatile and less liquid 
than U.S. investments and are subject to the risk of currency fluctuations and adverse political, economic and regulatory developments. These 
risks may be greater, and include additional risks, for investments in emerging markets and in particular geographic regions or countries. • 
Investments focused in a country, region, industry or group of industries may increase volatility and risk. • Small cap securities can have greater 
risks, including liquidity risk, and volatility than large-cap securities. • Integration of environmental, social, and/or governance (ESG) 
characteristics into the investment process may not work as intended. • The Multifactor ETFs are not actively managed but rather attempt to 
track the performance of an index. The Multifactor ETF returns may diverge from that of the index.

Fixed income security risks include credit, liquidity, call, duration, event and interest-rate risk. As interest rates rise, bond prices generally fall. 
• Investments in high-yield (“junk”) bonds involve greater risk of price volatility, illiquidity, and default than higher-rated debt securities. 
• Municipal securities may be adversely impacted by state/local, political, economic, or market conditions; these risks may be magnified if the 
fund focuses its assets in municipal securities of issuers in a few select states. Investors may be subject to the federal Alternative Minimum 
Tax as well as state and local income taxes. Capital gains, if any, are taxable. • The fixed income ETFs are actively managed and do not seek to 
replicate the performance of a specified index.

Fund Objectives: ROUS seeks to provide investment results that, before fees and expenses, correspond to the total return performance of an
index that tracks the performance of exchange traded US equity securities. RODM seeks to provide investment results that, before fees and
expenses, correspond to the total return performance of an index that tracks the performance of companies located in major developed
markets of Europe, Canada and the Pacific Region. RODE seeks to provide investment results that, before fees and expenses, correspond to the
total return performance of an index that tracks the performance of companies located in both developed and emerging markets. ROSC seeks
to provide investment results that, before fees and expenses, correspond to the total return performance of an index that tracks the
performance of small capitalization exchange traded equity securities. ROAM seeks to provide investment results that, before fees and
expenses, correspond to the total return performance of an index based upon the emerging markets of the world. HDUS seeks to provide 
investment results that, before fees and expenses, correspond to the total return performance of an index that tracks the performance of 
exchange traded U.S. large-cap equity securities. HLGE seeks to provide investment results that, before fees and expenses, correspond to the
total return performance of an Index, which is designed to generate attractive risk-adjusted returns by investing in companies that comprise
industries that reflect certain themes that are expected to benefit from the growth of the aging population and the substantial buying power it
represents. HEET seeks long-term capital appreciation. HCRB seeks to provide long-term total return. HMOP seeks to provide current income
that is generally exempt from federal income taxes, and long-term total return. HSRT seeks to provide current income and long-term total
return. HSUN seeks to provide current income and long-term total return, within a sustainability framework. HTAB seeks total return on an
after-tax basis. HTRB seeks a competitive total return, with income as a secondary objective. HCOM seeks to provide long-term total return. 

Mutual funds are distributed by Hartford Funds Distributors, LLC (HFD), Member FINRA. Advisory services are provided by Hartford Funds Management Company, LLC (HFMC). Certain funds 
are sub-advised by Schroder Investment Management North America Inc (SIMNA). Schroder Investment Management North America Ltd. (SIMNA Ltd) serves as a secondary sub-adviser to 
certain funds. HFMC, SIMNA, and SIMNA Ltd. are all SEC registered investment advisers. Hartford Funds refers to HFD and HFMC, which are not affiliated with any sub-adviser.  
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For financial professionals seeking more information on Hartford Funds and our ETFs,
please call our Sales Desk at 800-456-7526 and visit us at hartfordfunds.com.


